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ABSTRACT
A single server queueing system 'With constant Poisson input is
considered and the partiel elimination of the station's idle fraction
is envisaged by intermittent close-do'Wn and set-up.

The rule per-

taining to the dismantling and re-establishing of the service staticn the management doctrine - is based on the instantaneous size of the
queue, but these processes are assumed to consume time.

Operating

characteristics of such systems - in particular, average queue length
and queueing time - are evaluated.

A cost structure is superimposed

on the system and optimisation procedures are outlined.
lationship with a) priority queueing and
pointed out.

b)

The close re-

storage models is
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Introduction

It is a well-known result that the attainment of steady state in a queueing
system depends on the existence of "excess service capacity".

In a simple single-

server situation with a (statistically) steady input of customers and a (statistically) steady service rate this condition may be expressed by the statement:

"The

average time elapsing between the arrivals of two successive customers must exceed
the average service time". * Indeed it is intuitively obvious how to generalize
this statement in practical situations where the prior assumptions of steady input
and service rate (and even of permanent availability of the station) are not

*Two

explanatory and qualifying remarks are not out of place here:

a)

'~rrival"

of a customer as envisaged in the above statement entails his joining the queue
and staying in it until completion of service.

Customers who do not join or who

leave prematurely must be discounted in the calculation of the average interarrival time.

b)

If both arrivals and service times "follow a completely deter-

ministic (and periodic) pattern (which, after a fashion, is a special degenerate
statistical situation) the "average" interarrival time may even be equal to the
"average" service time.

Obviously no steady state in a statistical sense is at-

tained; rather queue length is a periodic function of time.

~ThiS

research was supported by the Office of Naval Research under contract No.
Nonr-855(09) for research in probability and statistics at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C. Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted
for any purpose of the United States Government.
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realised and furthermore it is not difficult to derive the appropriate extension
for the many server case.

The basic outcome always obtained is the following:

For steady state conditions to prevail the situation in the queueing system must
be such that during a fraction of time the server(s) is (are) not engaged in
rendering service.
Furthermore it appears that in many practical situations this idle fraction
of the server's time must be quite appreciable if the ordinarily important indices
of performance (such as:

average queue length, expected waiting time, etc.) are

to be kept within reasonable bounds.

Thus, for instance, in the single server

case With (stationary) Poisson arrivals and generally distributed service times
the expected

~aiting

line (exclusive of the customer in service) is given by the

expression C:(I-K)2/K where K is, the idle fraction and C a constant (usually
of the order 0.5

5 C 5 1)

service time distribution.

depending on the coefficient of variation of the
If it is desired that approximately one customer (on

the average) should be waiting for the service the required idle fraction of the
server must be of the order 0.30 - 0.40, certainly no small number.
If the establishment of service stations is considered a fixed expense (that
is one which is occurring continuously in time at a constant rate) the problem of
utilising the server's idle fraction arises.

Attention was paid to this problem

1

as ea$'ly as 1952 in a study by Benson who presented an analysis of the ancillary
duties of an operator (that is:

duties to 'be carried out during his idle fraction)

compatible With his main function within a machine interference context.

A

further development of major importance in this connection was the explicit formu2
lation of priority queueing problems by Cobham.

.
* of the high
From the vJ.e'Wpoint

priority customer service rendered to a low priority customer is tantamount to

*It

is interesting to note that the alternative Viewpoint - that of the low priority
customer - leads to models of queueing systems with the service station subject
to random breakdowns. '

3
utilisation of the idle fraction.
Now there is an alternative approach to the problem of the idle fraction:
its elimination by closing down the service station and reopening it again at
suitable times.

For systems 'With variable customer inputs - in particular, when

average input is a periodic function of time - this device must have been used
since times immemorial,

However, it is not immediately obvious that this doctrine

may be applicable, useful and (sometimes) optimal even 'With a statistically steady
input of customers.

Clearly we are not concerned here 'With a situation where

service stations may be estabJished and dismantled 'Without financial (or other)
penalty or where servers may be hired and fired 'Without impunity; in that unrealistic context the above doctrine is triVially optimal.
Ordinarily a service station is not dismantled (and re-established at a later
time) precisely because it is intuitively thought that the gain obtained by dispensing with the idle fraction is not worth the loss originating from three potential sources:

a)

increased average queue length and queueing time,

up and close-down times, and c) set-up and close-down costs.

b) set-

The purpose of

this communication is to present an analysis of the single server case (or rather
single-zero server case)

under assumptions of qu:j.te general character.

To be

more precise, the effect of an (0, R) doctrine ("dismantle the service station,
if 0 customers are in the queue; re-establish the service station, if the queue
has accumulated to size R") on a queueing system is investigated.
A reasonable degree of generality in our approach is attained by incorporating
statistically distributed set-up and

c:l ose-down

times in the model under study.

Furthermore, very few assumptions will be made 'With respect to the service time,
set-up time and Close-down time distributions.

They 'Will be assumed to possess

4
arbitrary functions (each having a density); the existence and knowledge of the
first two moments only will be needed for the service and set-up times whereas the
Laplace transform of the close-dovn time density must be specifiable.
specialised features form part of our model:

Two

First, customers are assumed to

arrive in a stationary Poisson stream; this assumption is common and not unrealistic in the sense that many empirical "real life" situations are observed to behave
in a fashion compatible with it.

Next, a statement must be made regarding the

contingency of a customer arriving at the station while it is being closed down.
Several alternatives with respect to 'both external constraints and possible actions *
of the server are open.

The one chosen in this study is that the physical elimina-

tion of the server takes place only with the tennination of the closing-do'W!l process;
that on arrival of the new customer the closing-do'W!l process is immediately interrupted and the server is instantaneously placed at his disposition; and that the

*In

terms of priority queueing the closing-down of the station may be interpreted

as (a part of) a service time rendered to a low priority customer.

The new arri-

val of a customer (in the terminology of this paper) is equivalent to the arrival
of a high priority customer (in priority queueing terminology).

Several

alterna~

tive rules of action present themselves here: a) preemptive priority rule, b) head
of the line priority rule, and c) discretionary priortty3 rule (incoJporating
both rules

a) and b) as special, extreme cases)

which would regard the possible

interruption or non-interruption of the closing-down process (as a function of
closing-do'W!l time already elapsed) to be an extension of the management doctrine.
Our actual choice in this study is alternative a) ahd within this context a
"repeat". situation is assumed to prevail.

This particular area within priority

queueing has been recently explored by Avi-Itzhak 4 and one important result of
his was utilised in this study.

5
time already spent on closing-down in the present attempt is of no avail for the
next closing-down occasion •
In effect the above outline represents a complete, qualitative description
of the model under

B~.

We take note that the cost structure does not form an

integral part of the model.

Rather, the model is composed of (assumptions regard-

ing) processes occurring in time, natural constraints, and imposable (or adjustable)
constraints - the latter being the so-called management doctrine.

Now, of course,

this is quite characteristic of many queueing, inventory and other storage problems
whereas in the typical programming problems analysis in Gost terms plays a vital
part from the very beginning ¢>f the solution procedure.

In this study,

th~

what

is termed a solution is a set of more or less compact relations expressing the
operating characteristics of interest in terms of the "natural" parameters and of
the management doctrine.
The cost structure is then superimposed on the solution and optimisation is
carried out...

In view of the fact that for any given queueing (or similar) pro-

blem the cost structure is not uniquely defined we have not
too far.

pursued optimisation

Thus the particular cost structure chosen in this paper and the en-

suing analysis should be considered as a simple sample of possible approaches to
optimisation and not as a vital stage in the development of the study.
II.

Some Definitions and General Relations

We recapitulate and formalize the model under study:

Customers arrive at a

single service station in a stationary Poisson stream with parameter A.; the
service station (When active) renders and completes service to a customer during
a random time interval

ts.

The service times devoted to different customers

are mutually independent and identically distributed; their common distribution
function is

Fs(t)

and all we assume is that the first two moments -

Es(t)

and

6
2

ES(t ) - exist and are known.

If the service station is incapacitated and a

\l: -

decision is taken to reactivate it, a random time interval - the set-up time,
will elapse before the service activity is actually renewed.
function pertaining to this set-up time is

F (t)

a

The distribution

and again our sole require-

ments are the existence and knowledge of the first two moments,

E (t)

a

2

and E (t ).

a

A decision to close-down the service station is reached from time to time - in the

present study this occurs if, and only if, no customers are at the station.

This

decision, too, cannot be put into practice instantaneously and Close-down time,
tf3' is a random variable with distril:ution function Ff3(t)
ff3(t).

and density function

For reasons which will become obvious at a slightly later stage we shall

assume that the laplace transform (with parameter "') of the density function

e.

exists.

This is equivalent to assuming that all moments of the distribution

exist and, of course" is less general than the assumptions regarding F (t)
s

and

Without formal proof we equate non-saturation with the existence of steady
state conditions.

Thus the only type of situations investigated here is asso-

ciated with the ineql1ality

E(t)
s

<

1

(1)

'"

which enables us to define the concept of a busy fraction in an unambiguous
fashion
b

= '"

E( t

s) <

(2)

1

It is convenient to use the concept of busy period in our study.

This is

the period that elapses from the time at which the previously disengaged service
station starts to render service to a customer until the moment at which the last
customer (out of a whole train of customers who arrived while service was given
to earlier customers) is cleared from the station.

Thus in the simple queueing
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situations the service station experiences cycles consisting of two phases:
a) the busy period and b) the clear period.

Let the average duration of these

periods be denoted by T

b and Tc ,respectively.

By

virtue of the properties

of the Poisson arrival process the expected length of the clear period equals
=

1

;;:

Furthermore by definition of the concept of the busy fraction the following
must hold

On combining (2), (,) and (4)

=

b

r..(l-b)

(4)

b

=

we obtain

=

This relation has the following physical interpretation.

The station

completes service to a customer within an average period E(t s )' However,
servicing a customer is associated with aftereffects: while the service process
is going on (and the station is engaged) new customers may arrive and, in turn,
while these "second generation" customers are being dealt with, "third generation"
customers may arrive etc.

Service to a whole train of customers as described

above is completed only after an average period

E(t )/l-b which exceeds, of
s
course, the average service time devoted to one customer. It is important to

note that this formula depends on the assumption of Poisson arrivals. since use is
made of (,) in its derivaticn.
We are now in a position to analyze the four-phase cycle of the model understudy.

It is convenient to start at the moment at which the closing-down of

the station has been successfully concluded.

vIe have no

customers at the station
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and the station is incapable of rendering service to any customers who may arrive
during the present'phase.

We recollect that no attempt is made to reactivate the

station until R customers have assembled.
time is equal to

Obviously" the average assemblying

R/A.

The second phase is the set-up time

Eel t) •

Clearly a number of customers

arrives at the station during the set-up time and joins the queue of R customers
already present there.

Let the average number of such additional arrivals be

denoted by a; this quantity may be evaluated as
co

d Fa(t)

=

J

At d Fa(t)

(6)

= A Ea(t)

o

R+ a

At the beginning of the third phase there are (on the average)
tomers present at the station which is now ready to render service.

cus.

From relation

(5) we know that E(t )/l-b time units are required to complete service to one

s
customer and to his potential second, third, etc. generations.

Since

-R+ a

customers request service at the beginning of the third phase it will last (on
the average) for a time

(R + a) E(ts)/l-b •

The evaluation of the average length of the fourth phase is more complex.
At the beginning of this phase no customer is present, the station is capable
of rendering service if required" and the close-down process is about to start.
We have then two concurrent and competing random processes going on which must
terminate either in completion of close-down or in the arrival of a new customer
who seizes the service station and - as explained in the Introduction - cancels
all close-down work carried out hitherto.

Let us denote the probability of ter-

minating the lBburth phase at this stage (by completion of close-down) by
This quantity is easily seen to be the Laplace transform of f" (t)
to the parameter A.

1C.

with respect

9

J
<Xl

1f

=

o

e-i\t f (t) dt
13

= ~(f13,i\)

The probability of the complementary event (arrival of a new customer before completion of close-dow) occurring is equal, bf course, to 1 -

~(f13,i\).

The number of unsuccessful attempts (within one cycle) to complete c1osedow is a geometrically distributed random variable; its frequency function is
given by

(n

= 0,1,2, •••

(8)

)

Now this random variable is also equal to the number of customer's arrivals
(during one cycle) while the Close-dow process is taking place.
expected value of n is a quantity analogous to a;
13

=

E(n)

=

l-1f
1!

1 -

=

Hence the

it will be denoted by 13 •

8..(f13 ,i\)

£'(f ,i\)
13

Within the fourth phase of a cycle we have (on the average) 13
attempts to complete close-dow and one successful attempt.

unsuccessful

For our analysis

it is necessary to establish the average gross Close-down time per cycle, that
is, the sum total of a)
b)

the 13

partial, interrupted Close-down times and

the final successful close-down time.

Avi-Itzhak

4 has solved this problem

in the context of preemptive repeat priority queueing and the line of reasoning
we shall employ follows one ox-his cr:j"gioai. proofs.
We noted before that two concurrent and competing random processes take
place while the station is being closed dow; one is the close-dow process itself
and the other is the customer arrival process.
density functions

We wish to obtain the conditional

(t) and f (t) of the duration of this competition given
1
2
1) that it ended in thea,;rrivalof'a customer, a.nd 2) that it ended in completion
f

.
of close-down.
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By elementary and fundamental considerations of conditional

probabilities we arrive at
f (t) - -!... 7\ e-7\t Tl - Fa (t)_7
1
- l-rc
L
....

(10)

and

(11)
The expected gross close-down time 1

E (t ), equals
13 g

co

=

l-:rr
:rr

~

7\t
l-rc
o

£1

co

At

f (T)dTdt +

13

1

.; £[

1
1
co

17\teco

=

1

1
co

=

co

t

te-

At

13

co

ATe-AT dT f ( t) dt +

13

te-

At

f (t) dt_7

13

co

= --:A~l_rc- f

1

=

f (t) dt_7

1

(1 - e-

At

- A,te-

At

) f (t)dt +

13

o

f

=

co

Ate-At f (t) dt_7

13

o

=

co

=

A~

(1 - e-

At

)f13 (t)dt

=
=

A; £1 -

8.. (f13 ,A17 = ~

~

. -l-rcrc

=
(12)

A

Avi-Itzhak's formula has an intuitive interpretation:

the average number

of customers who arrive during the gross close-down time is equal to the product
of the arrival intensity (number of customers arriving in unit time) and the
average duration of gross close-down time.

However, in this case the intuitive

interpretation is of the hindsight variety.

It is by no means obvious that the

particular combination of components making up the gross close-down time - some
of them originating in the

fl-density and one taken from the f -density - should
2

11

yield the final simple relation (12).
The fourth phase consists of the gross close-down time and of
each starting with one customer at the station.

~

busy periods

Hence the average duration of the

fourth phase is equ.a.l to 13 I'),. + 13 E(t s )II-b.
A

relation of cardinal importance - expressing the average duration of a

cycle, T, as a function of the basic model parameters - is obtained on summing
the average lengths of the four phases

1

= (R + a + 13) (

E(t)

~ + l_bs

)

=

The probabilities of the system being in the various phases and subphases
are obtained as
pr
Pr

-£ system

in first phase}

{system in second phase1
:.J

I.

=

~

R

-R+a+~

R(l-b)

(14)

=

a
'),.T

_ a(l-b)
-R+a+13

(15)

(R+a) E(t s )

=

Pr {system in third Phase}

=

(l-b)T
(R+a)b
R+a+13

=

(16)

Pr {system in fourth phase, close-dow SUbPhase}
==

13

-'),.T

=

13 (l-b )

= R +

a +

Pr {system in fourth phase , active station SUbphase}

=

13 E(t s )
(l..b)T

(17)

~

=

(18)
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Combinations of these probabilities yield further results of interest.
Thusl for instance l adding up (17) and (18) generates the (unconditional)
bility of the system being in the fourth pbase

~ 13/R+~.

proba~

On addition of (14),

(15) and (17) the classical* idle fraction (l-b) is obtained.

Further examples

are easily furnished.
Average Queue Length and Queueing Time

III.

To evaluate the average queue length and queueing time further refinements
in notation have to be introduced.

Let

~i(k

= 0,1;

i

= 0,1,2, ••• )

describe

the state of the system in which k available service stations and i
customers (including the one in service) are present;
ciated 'With state Eki.

~i

queueing

is the probability asso-

Connection between the cycle approach (of the preceding

Section) to the analysis of the model and the present apprca.ch is established by
R-l
noting that
E
is that collection of states through which the system
Oi
i=O
passes in the first phase. Since this "passing through" comes about by Poisson

V

jumps in the direction of increasing

i

all states of this union are equiprobable.

Hence by (14)

I-b
Poi

(i

=R+a+13

= 011, •••

R-l)

co

Furthermore the union of states
phase of the cycle.

Thus

00

~ Poi
i=R

(15)

LJ
i=R

E i

corresponds to the second

0

is transformed into

_ a(l-b)
- R + a + l3

(

20

)

00

U Eli

is that collection of states during which the station is busy.

The asso-

i=l

*What

is precisely meant by "idle fractiQn" in the present model depends on addi-

tional assumptions.

This 'Will be discussed when cost factors are introduced.

13
ciated probability is readily seen to be

=

(21)

b

This result may also be obtained by adding (16) and (18) •
It is important to recollect the following;

Assume that a customer (origina-

ting, of course, from a Poisson stream) arrives at the service station.

Let this

service station be engaged in some activity - e.g., serving a preceding customer,
or being set-up - with which the newly arrived customer is not going to interfere.
If these conditions prevail the time interval between the arrival of the customer
and the termination of the actiVity is the "forward delay" (Cox and smith5 ) of the
activity duration.

The expected value of this forward delay,

'f, bears a simple

relationship to the first two moments of the original random variable t

(activity

duration), to wit

E('f)
where y
(Xl

(22)

= E(t)

is the coefficient of variation of t,.

A customer who arrives during

(Xl

~R Eoi or i~ Eli encounters the service station "in the midst" of an activity.
Hence the average queueing time of such a customer will contain terms

E( 'f )
ex

or

E('f s ), respectively.
We proceed now to the detailed analysis of average queueing times for customers arriving at different epochs.
First we consider a customer who arrives, during a state E .(0 < i < R-l).
o~

His average queueing time is made up of three parts

-

-

(R-l-i)!A+E(tex)+(i+l)E(t s ).

The first term is representative of the remaining assemblying time, the second
term is the set-up time of the station, and the third term is the service time
devoted to the

i

preceding customers and to himself.
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Let a customer enter the system during a state E. (R < i < co). By virtue
oJ. of his random arrival "in the midst" of setting .. up the station one contribution
that is made to his average queueing time 1s E('T )* • A second contribution is
a
identical with the last term in the previous case .. (i+l)E(t s ).
The contingency of a customer showing up during Eli (1 ; i < co)
next.

Here again queueing time is made up of two components.

be completed to the first customer (the one in service).
time equals

E('T

is analyzed

First l service must

This avePage completion

).** SecondlYI the service station must take care of i ..l

s

preceding customers and the new customer himself.

The average time contribution

of this component equals

i E(t ).
s
Finally the customer may make his appearance during state E10 • This in:me-

diately interrupts the close-down process l the customer is promptly served and
the average queueing time equals

E(t s ) in this case.

We are now in a position to establish the average queueing time,
Q

q

R-l

=

r:

i=O

r:

as

1

p ofL(R-l-i) ':\ + E(t ) + (i+l) E(tst7 +

co
+

Qql

i=R

o~

~

a

poiLE('Ta) + (i+l) E(t s )_7

+

(23)

+

*If

it is not the average contribution (over all appropriate i) in which we are
interested extreme ~are must be taken in the analysis, since typically E('T Ii) is
a
not equal to E( 'T ). The shortcut we use in this paper (suppressing te;rm.s of the

type E('T

i»
aI

**See previous

a

is based on the identity E('T)

co

co
r: p . = i~R

a i=R oJ.

footnote.

-

P i E('T
0

I

a i).

The argument leading to the direct use of E('T s ) instead
of starting out wi. th E( 'T s I-i) is campletely analogous to that relating to E( 'Ta) •
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Insertion of (19), (20), (21), and (22) transforms (23) into

Q

q

=

1

~ f(q+l-b)b+b

2

2
1 + Ys
2

R(R-l}(l-b)
+ 2(R+Cl'$)

+
2

+

a: R(l-b)
R+a+13

+

1 + \:1.

C?(l-b)
R+a+13

*'

Now there exists a fundamental connection'

q

= '"

_7

2

q and Q
q

between

(25)

Qq

Combination of (24) and (25) yields an expression for
~he

(24)

q as a function of

basic, natural :parameters (b, a, 13, Ys' Y ) and the controllable variable
a

R.

2

+

R
R+a+13

•

R..l

--2

a
l+y
+ R + a + rJ:R + a
2 s_7
(26)

The average queue length as re:presented by the right hand side of (26) is made
up of several terms.

The first two terms (which are equivalent to the Khintchine -

Pollaczek relation) describe the queue length under conditions of :permanent service
station availability.

The sum of the third and fourth tenns is the contribution

to average queue length as a result of the intermittent o:peration of the service
station.

Roughly s:peaking, the magnitude of the third term de:pends :primarily on

the chosen value of

R whereas the fourth term is more representative of the

impact of the set-u:p :parameters; indeed, if there is no

*Little 6 made

set-u:p time the fourth

a rigorous analysis and stated conditions under which relations of

ty:pe (25) hold.

He showed, in effect, that these relations may be established

if, and only if, the average arrival i.ntensity is equal to the average de:parture
intensity.

Clearly, this is the case in the :present study.
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IV.

Cost structure and Optimimtion

The cost function which we construct and consider here is of the simplest
possible type:

The contributions of the various components to the total cost

are assumed to be linear with respect to their average values.

Essentially there

exist three such components contributing to the additional (positive or negative)
cost,

6. CRI

caused by the application of the doctrine

(O,R).

The first of these originates from increased queue length.

For convenience

we define the sum of the last two terms in (26) - the additional queue length
due to the intermittent operation of the service station - as

6.~.

1

If the presence of a single waiting customer at the station costs C per unit
c
time this term is associated with a contribution to the total cost function
amounting to Ce. 6. qR •
Secondly we are concerned with cycle expenditure, i.e., the sum of the setup and close-down costs.

If this cost (per cycle) is designated as C the conT
tribution per unit time equals CT/T.
Finally we must consider the negative cost - l.e., saVings - brought about by

the partial elimination of the service station during its idle fraction.

Let the

fractions of set-up and close-down time,
* during which the ordinary station expenditure is continued, be denoted as

*It

'ex and

1\1
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, respectively.

If (1 - $) is

is, of course, possible to exclude costs pertaining to these times fram station

expenditure, incorporate them in cycle expenditure, and reach an alternative (but
equivalent formulation of the total cost function.

We have chosen the above re-

presentation to gain further insight into the cost structure.
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that fraction of time during which the station incurs expenditure we have

(28)
and
l-b
cl>

= R+OH-t3

The contribution of this term equals

-

Cscl>

where

Cs

is the cost (per unit

time) of maintaining a service station.
The total (additional) cost function,

!>. C , is obtained on summing these

R

three cost contributions

1

Clearly for the application of the doctrine (O,R) to be advantageous, at
least one integral value of
quantity.

R(~

1) must exist such that

6,

C is a negative
R

Hence relation (30) leads to the criterion

In practice the following procedure is suggested for the attainment of the
optimum solution;
Equation (30) is differentiated with respect to
set equal to zero.

R and the derivative is

This leads to the quadractic equation
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One of its solutions, R*, is (approximately) feasible, to wit

* {
R = 2(1-b)£($cP +

Cs

~(3(3) C

C

1
a
'2
+ ~ C_7+ 0:(1 + 0: Yo:)+f3(l+f3?!
CT

2

(0: + (3)

C

R* is rounded down and up to the nearest positive integers £R*_7 and £R*_7+ 1;
the (provisionally) optimal soluti on is obtained by comparing /), C£R*_7 and
/), CfR* +

1:7.

Finally this solution is considered against the alternative of

permanent station availability by means of criterion (31).
It is interesting to note that in the absence of set-up and close-down times
relat:Lon (33) is transformed into a square root formula very similar to those
making their appearance in elementary inventory theory.

R*

~\;I2(1_b)A ~:
v.

(34)

Conclusion

There are numerous situations - industrial and otherwise - which are well
described by the model presented in this study.
Consider, for instance, a large set of machines each of which is liable to
break down from time to time in some random fashion and to require the attention
of a

maintenance crew.

It may be quite expensive to call in the maintenance

crew as soon as a piece of eqUipment has failed and frequently the policy of having
periodic (or intermittent) inspection by the crew, independent of the number of
inactive machines in the system may be far from optimal.

The procedures outlined
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in this study may well be applicable to such a situation.
Another example from a different area of activity is the following:

An

office collects information and is responsible for its transmission to various
addresses by cable* , say.

The information arrives at the office in a poisson

stream but it may not be economical to permanently hold the transmitting equipment
in an expensive stand-by state.

It may be possible to attain an optimal mode of

operation by an analysis closely related to that of the present paper.
Vehicle-actuated traffic lights belong to the class of situations described
by our model.

A part of their theory is completely covered by the results obtained

in this investigation.
For a final example we turn again to production problems.

Consider orders

for a product arriving at a plantj each order is concerned With one unit of the
product and the mode of arrival is of Poissonian character.

Since set-up costs

and set-up time for the production line are appreciable, orders are allowed to
accumulate until their number reaches a prescribed magnitude.

A little reflection

leads to the identification of this situation with the model analyzed here.
Both the theory and the examples presented in this paper demonstrate the
particularly close affinity of the queueing problems under investigation to storage
and inventory theory.

It is no coincidence that the optimal R as derived in the

preceding Section is represented by a square root formula.

This relationship will

be developed elsewhere in some detail.

*TranSmission by messenger (or any other similar means) is completely equivalent
for the purposes of the model.
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